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The problem of the bifurcations of the fixed pointa of a point transformation ondsr which 
a root of the characteristic polynomial passes through the value )I = - 1 (through the snr- 
face N_, [I] ) involves computing the quantity ge whose aigx determines tbe character of 
the bifurcation. The sign of ge, however, does not characterine sufficiently fully the be- 
havior of the system near those points of the surface at which ge vanishes. The behavior 
of the system near such points dependr eaoentially on the sign of the quantity b. whose 
computation requires retention of terms of up to the fifth order, inclaeive, in the expansion. 
There is a certain analogy between tba quantities go and he and the Lfapanov quantities 
U, and CZ, [2 and 31. We ehall show for in the case of a point transformation T of a straight 
line into a straight line that either one or two pairs of fixed (stable or unstable) points of 
the transformation T’ can exist in the neighborhood of a simple fixed point of the trans- 
formation T, depending on the quantities ge and A0 (and on the value of a root of the char- 
acteristic polynomial). An example is cited of a system described by a nonlinear thfrd- 
order differential equation in which this bifurcation occurs. 

1. Let us consider the point transfo~ation T of a straight line into a straight line 

z = lz + a‘# f Craze -I- 5qz4 + a& + **. (n s a& 

in the neighborhood of the fixed point F J x = 0. The transformation Tz is 

Here 
Z- I.% + h (1 + JJ ad + gz3 + jz* + hz5 _b . . . 

g = h[(l + h2)as c 2a,e1 E go -t (h2 - l)b, 

1 y= h (1 i- i3)a, + h (2 -t 3h) a2a3 -i- aa E - llza,gO -I- (A2 - l)b, (1.1) 

h L h (1 -t h4)a, i (2 + 3h)a2a, -+- 2h (1 + 2ha)a,u, + 3hau,2 f ho -i- (A* - i)b, 

&o = -2 (a3 + a,y, k, = 3a,3 - azau3 - 6a,a, - 2a, 

Let us consider the function 

z - s !I (h” - l)z -t h (I + ?+# + gze + fz4 + hz5 f .*. (1.2) 

whose zeros correspond to the fixed points of the transformation T’. Making use of (1.1). 
we c*n rewrite function (1.2) as 

% - 3 z (hJ - I)(1 f ZYJ .z -1- go (1 + z\y,)? + h, (1 4 zY5)9 
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‘F,=~+b,r+b&+b,z~, ‘&=--&as, %=i+(. 

From this we find that 

z-zEz((1+zYl)z II i+ZYS 1 f zys 
h*-l+go~fa++~+fyl J’ I = 
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.)z 

z Y&z [I? - 1 + goYa+za + hoys*z41 

where p + 
verge [4 !I 

(j P 1,3,5) are series in powers of t be&n&g with unity. These series eon- 
fnside the Ecneighborhood I%* - oil < 80 of ths arbitrary pointl ai* @$* # 1) 

of the sp8ee of cosffi&nts 08 (i P l,k,~... t 
Let h + 1 = g, = 

5) for all sufficiently amall z(jzi < 8& 
0, k. # 0 at the point of*, and 1st os connider the problem of 

the number of points of. function (1.2) for parameters taken from the ~ei~o~ood of the 

point et*, To be specific, let as aesnme that 4 > 0 (the reasoning for ha .< 0 is andogond. 
The Xerox of function (1.2) which are distinct from I I 0 coincide with the zeros of 

the function 

w = Aa - i + ‘I’d go9 + Y,+ ho z’ (1.3) 

Let E ,< 1 be au arbitrary, arbitrarily small positive number. There exists a 8, (8, ,K &I 
much that IV/* - 11 <t:(f=1,3,5)forIrl<$. 

a) Let two sign changes occur in the sequence xa 
the functions 

- 1, go ho at the point af. We consider 

w+=.P--_ + (f - e)goz* f (f + e)k& 

w_ = P- 1 + (1 + &) g,z* -i- (1 - eflto d 

On falfillment of the condition 

tf - 8)’ goa - 4 (i + 8)ho (A9 - 1) > 0 

each of the equations w+ p 0, w_ = 0 hss four (two positive and two neg+ivel n~nz~~ 
roots. There clearly exists and .el (Q < e,), such that for ai+ -q < e, (4’ = -+ 

the roots of each of Eqs. w+ s 0 ad W, = 0 lie in the $anelghborhood tif the point z = 0. 
The inequality w_ ,< w .< w+ holds for all 1x1 < 8,, so that function (1.3) (and wftb it 

fimction (1.2)) has two positive and two negative roots, and the transformation T’ has two 
pairs of fixed points. On fulfillment of the condition 

(f + e)S glJs - 4 (f - e)h* (P - 1) < 0 

fan&ion (1.2) does not have real zeros, and the ~~sfo~a~on T’ does not have fixed po&ts 
in the neig~o~ood of the point x = 0 (i.e. in the neighborhood of the fixed point of the 
transformatioa T). 

b) Let not more than one sign change occur in the sequence A* - 1, g., &, at the point 
ai. Introducing tbc function 

W+ =r ha - 1 -I- (i + e) g&J 4 (1 + e)h,e’ w-<w<w+ 
w_ = A? -I+(1 - E)goz* + (1 - e)h& 

and reasoning as in case (a) above, we conclude that if the sequence Aa - 1, ge, &, contains 
one sign change (in which case ho> 0, A’ - 1 < 01, then function (X.2) has one positive and 
one negative zero, and the transformation T * hes two fixed points. If the seqeence A.* - 1, 
go, ho experiences no sign Changes, function (1.2) does not h&e any real roots, and the 
transformation 2’ * does not have fixed points in the &neighborhood of the fixed point 
z BOO. 

2. In order to investigate the stability of the fixed points of the trsasformntion Ts in 
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cane (a) when four real zeroa, x-a <z_ t <O < z1 <r, exist in the &-neighborhood of the point 
x0 = 0, we rewrite function (1.2) as 

2 - 2 = Y,* P,+ ho (z - z-r) (z - z-1) z (z - ZJ (z - zl) 

Then 

dZ -- 
dz - i + ‘09 tz) 

where 

cp (ZJ = Yl*YE.' 
(2 - z_.J (z - Z-J z (z - 21) 0 - 3) 

z -- Zk 
(k = - 2, - 1,0,1, 2) 

If 8, is chosen in such a way that 161hul&’ < 1, then the estimate (ho cp (zk)l <f is 
valid. The sign of the quantity changes in passing from k to k + 1, so that the stable and 
unstable fixed points alternate. In our case (h., > 0) the fixed points I_ 2, x0, and x2 are 

unstable, while z-t and x1 are stable. 
In case (b), when two fixed points of the transformation 7” exist in the &-neighborhood 

of the point xo = 0, we can employ similar reasoning to show that both fixed points are un- 
stable for !a0 > 0 (the point 10 = 0 is stable in this case). 

In the critical case x + 1 = go = 0 we have 

z= - 22 = 2h,z6 + . . . 

The sign of this difference for small I is determined by the sign of ho. For ho > 0 the 
fixed point is unstable in the critical case; for ho < 0 it is stable. 

3. Let us consider the parameter plane go, A’ - 1; in this plane the E,-neighborhood 

of the point Ui* (A + 1 = go = 0 and h,, f 0) of the space of coefficients is associated with 
some neighborhood of the origin on the plane go, h’ - 1. Fig. 1 (ho > 0) and Fig. 2 (ho < 0) 

show the decompositions of this neighborhood into domains according to the number of fixed 
points of the transformation 7” in the &neighborhood of the fixed point z = 0 (t = 0 is a 

fixed point of the transformation I’). 

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 

The transformation T’ does not have fixed points in the &-neighborhood of the fixed 
point I = 0 in the domain {O) isolated by one of the following groups of inequalities: 

(ho>% h”- 1 ao, go>,01 

(ho>09 go < 0, (1 + e)b0”- - 4 (1 - e) ho (AS - 1) < 0) 

(ho < 0, h9 - i < 0, go < 0) 

tho<O, go>O, (i+e)2g02-4((1-e)h0(ka-1)<0) 
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In the domain 121 isolated by one of the groups of inequalities 

(h,>O, P---10, go>,Q (ho>O, x0-4 60, go<O) 

{ho<& A”- 4 >o, go<01 &<O, h3---i),0, go>O) 

the transformation T’ has two fixed points in the &-neighborhood of the fixed point I = 0. 

These points are unstable for h0 > 0 and stable for h0 < 0. 
In the domain 141 isolated by the inequalities 

{ho>& go<o, (1--)‘900-4(1+~)~o(h0--)>O) 

(ho<& go>& (~--)“go3-4(~+~)~,(~“--)>O) 

the transformation T’ has four fixed points in the &-neighborhood of the fixed point z = 0. 
For ho > 0 tb interior pair of fixed points is stable and the outer pair is unstable; the 
reverse is true in the case h0 < 0. 

In the domain 10, 41 isolated by the inequalities 

ho>O, (1-~)0g,0-4(1+e)h,(h0-1)<0, 

go<& (i+E)3g,3-4((1-E)h,(h3-i)>0 t 
or 

-C 

ho<& (I -E)3g03-4((1 +E)h,,(h”- I’<0 

go>O, (1 +:e)3g03-441 -e)h0(h0- I)>0 > 

either one of the cases descdbed for the domains {4] and {O] applies to the transformation 
2’0, or else the transformation 2’0 has two semistable fixed points. 

4. E&ample. Let us consider a dynamic system (an electromechanical trigger control) 
whose motion is described by the equations in dimensionless variables 

or 

2” + x = - r + y” 

i 

for x’>O, Jz+b+a’l<b (4.1) 

y’+ ay= a 

for x*),0, (z+b+dl>b (‘t.2) 

or x’<O 

Transition from (4.2) to (4.1) occurs for z = -2b - d, 2’ > 0, and that from (4.1) to 
(4.2) for I = -_d, I’ > O. Here a, b, d, and r are parameters which can only be non- 
negative. 

The phase space r, y, z’ of the dynamic system’under consideration consists of part 
of the plane and of the three-dimensional domain joined to the latter. Investigation of the 
breakdown of the phase space into trajectories reduces to the study of the point transfolc 
mation T of the half-line rl (I = -2b - d, y = 0, 2 > 0) into itself. Analysis shows 
that for a fixed point o’f the transformation T in the parameter space a, b, d, r there existm 
a bifurcation surface N_, on which the quantity go changes sign. The quantity g0 vanishes, 
for example, for the section a = 2. d = 0.2 of the surface N_, at the point b = ba P 0.164, 
r = r. = 0.058. For b < b,, we have g0 < 0; for b > bo we have g0 > 0. The bifurcation corres- 
ponding to the case h0 < 0 occurs in this case. 

In this section in the neighborhood of the point (b,, ro) of the parameter plane there 
exists a domain whose points correspond to a transformation T0 having two stable (ontrj 
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and two anotable (inner) fired points, and also a domain whoee points correspond to a 
trsasformation T’ having two atable fixad points. The first of the above domdna is asso- 
ciated with a phame apace contalnlng a simple stable limiting cycle md two double limit- 
ing oyclea (an rmnstable inner cycle and a stable outer cycle). The second domain ie asso- 
ciated with e phase mpaoe oontaining a simple unstable and a double atabls limiting cycle. 

The author ie gratefal to N.N. Baotin for his many saggeetiona and comments. 
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